Oscar Olmedillas Benady
Production Runner
Mobile: 07393348726 Email: oscarbenady2002@gmail.com
IG handle: oscarolmeb (professional account)
References can be provided on request
I am a positive, self-motivated, proactive runner who loves nothing more than working hard.
My experience has allowed me to develop key skills in working as a team and strong
communication skills in order to get the job done as efficiently as possible while also to a high
standard.
TV
DOP

1st AD

Production

Position

Dexter Harries

Ed Sharpe

Tuesdays Child (Comedy Central)

Runner

TV Show called Guessable.

(Elstree Studios/indoors)

COMMERCIALS
DOP

1st AD

Production

Position

Arron bowen

N/A

UK Fixer (Microsoft Teams)

Runner

Casper Campbell

UK Fixer (Under Armour)

Runner

Casper Campbell

Gas & Electric (Legal & General)

Runner

Christian Griffiths

UK Fixer (Microsoft Teams)

Runner

Teall Harkey

UK Fixer (Microsoft Teams)

Runner

Stevie Fylan

UK Fixer (Liverpool FC)

Runner

Nicholas Brennan

UK Fixer( BMW)

Runner

(Cambridge/outdoors)

Olan Collardy
(London/indoors)
Dan Holland
(Blackpool/Outdoors)

Steve Lidgerwood
(Derby/Outdoors)

Rudy Gelenter
(Huddersfield/Outdoors)

Ben Oliver
(Liverpool/Outdoors)

Owen Hamilton

(Longcross Studios/Outdoors)

Stefan Sherperel

Stefan Sherperel

UK Fixer (Vodafone)

Charlie Gibson

UK Fixer (WeWork)

Runner

(Oxford/Indoors)

Steve Lidgerwood

Runner

(London/Indoors)

PRODUCTION SKILLS
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

APA trained as a Covid-19 supervisor.
I am also APA VOCID-19 compliant
Ordering breakfast, lunch and dinner on time for a crew of up to 15 people.
Helping with various tasks such as printing permits etc.
Picking up any needed equipment from shops.
Organising transport for crew and moving equipment between locations.
Ensuring clients feel happy and create a sense of hospitality for them.
Ensuring there are always snacks out for the crew when they have a break.
Helping to move around any heavy equipment if we are moving location.
Tidying up and cleaning the set to ensure it follows hygiene standards pre and post
Covid-19.
Ensuring locations are left tidy at the end of a shoot.
Managing flow of non-crew members when doing indoors shoots in offices (like
WeWork).
Greeting talent at their cars and taking them to their dressing rooms and making sure
they are comfortable.

ADMIN/EDITORIAL

Date
July 2018 to now

Client
Anorak Magazine

Position
Admin assistant

Tasks
In charge of processing all
subscriptions for Anorak
magazine, as well as liaising
with supplier and customer
queries. Gather facts around
specific subjects for
children’s magazines Anorak
& DOT. Create games and
activities suitable to age
range 5+.

June 2018

Anorak Magazine

Social media

Using the software called
‘Buffer’ I scheduled content
for Anorak’s social platforms
reaching over 200,000
followers.
RETAIL

Date
November 2018

Client
Mains London

Position
Retail assistant

Tasks
Managed the till and shop
floor. Also had to take stock
checks at the end of each
day.

September 2018

Mains London

Retail Assistant

Managed the stockroom and
ensuring the shop floor
always had the right stock.

July 2018

Metallic Inc.

Intern

Metallic Inc is the
management company of
Grime artist SKEPTA. I first
worked there as an office
runner, where I helped to
organise their storage room
and gathered pictures of the
different venues for his sold
out worldwide album tour.

EDUCATION

GCSEs: English literature, English language, Maths, History, Chemistry, Physics, Design and
Technology, Spanish
A-Levels: English literature, Spanish, History
Currently enlisted to a APA taking course on working in production
LANGUAGES

English, Spanish (basic)
INTERESTS

●
●

Heavily interested in films, TV series and learning how they are made behind the scenes
Huge football fan and a passion for all sports

